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Editorial statement 

 
 

The Transport and Communications Bulletin for Asia and the Pacific is a journal 
published once a year by the Transport, Communications, Tourism and Infrastructure 
Development Division (TCTIDD) of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 
Pacific  (ESCAP).  The main objectives of the Bulletin are to provide a medium for the 
sharing of knowledge, experience, ideas, policy options, and information on the development 
of transport infrastructure and services in the Asian and Pacific region; to stimulate policy-
oriented research; and to increase awareness of transport policy issues and responses. It is 
hoped that the Bulletin will help to widen and deepen debate on issues of interest and concern 
in the transport sector. 

 

 Each volume of the Bulletin focuses on a particular theme of interest, primarily in the 
transport sector. The themes for the last two issues of the Bulletin were the participatory 
approach to transport infrastructure development and logistics for the efficient transportation 
of domestic goods.  The theme chosen for this issue (No. 71) is governance for sustainable 
development in the transport sector.  Four articles,  which focus on some of the issues in 
governance relevant to the transport sector and one best practice in the region, have been 
selected.  The first discusses issues in governance to develop people centred cities in a 
globalizing world.  Although the article does not directly relate to the transport sector, the 
basic issues and core principles of good urban governance discussed remain valid for the 
sector as well as for governments at other levels and public sector systems. The second 
discusses pricing and financing in transport as a political economy issue in governance and 
suggests alternative approaches to sustainable pricing and financing policies in the sector.  
The third is an example of a best practice in rural infrastructure development in the region.  It 
discusses a new approach in planning and outlines procedures and practices to allocate the 
resources available to improve rural access and transport efficiently and effectively.  The 
fourth is on the effectiveness of policy measures to contain energy consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions through reduction of transport demand in the Republic of Korea.   
All the articles are policy oriented.  It is expected that they will generate further debate on the 
issues that have been discussed and increase awareness of their policy implications and 
responses. 

 

 The Bulletin welcomes analytical articles on topics that are currently at the forefront 
of transport infrastructure development and services in the region and on policy analysis and 
best practices.  Articles should be based on original research and should have analytical 
depth.  Empirically based articles should emphasize policy implications emerging from the 
analysis. Book reviews are also welcome. See inside back cover for guidelines on 
contributing articles. 
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PEOPLE CENTRED CITIES IN A GLOBALIZING WORLD: 

ISSUES IN GOVERNANCE 
 

Erna Witoelar* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

 Cities in an increasingly globalizing world are assuming a greater role in the
development process. However, at the same time, cities and their people have become
more vulnerable to adverse effects of globalization. In this backdrop, issues in governance
have come to the forefront of  development initiatives to meet the challenges of
globalization. An important issue in urban governance is to develop people centred cities.
The people centred cities need to be socially just, environmentally sustainable, politically
participatory, economically productive, culturally vibrant and globally connected. This
paper discusses what are the main challenges in developing such people centred cities
and how those challenges can be met through the implementation of good governance
based on five core principles of good governance namely equity, effectiveness,
accountability, participation and security. 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 Urban development and governance have long been recognized as issues of concern 
in almost all developing countries in the Asian and Pacific region. The discussion in this 
paper, however, has been made mainly based on our experience of working on urban issues 
in Indonesia. The country was hit by a multidimensional crisis only four years ago and still 
feels the pains of that crisis. Indonesia was among the last countries in Asia whose national 
economy recovered; it is still struggling to regain political stability after a high turnover of 
national governments. The country has been confronted with the problem of large backlogs in 
the provision of regional and urban infrastructure and the need to cope with the worsening 
situation of urban poverty and unemployment along with all of their other social and political 
repercussions. The discussion in this paper has been kept limited in the context of people 
centred cities in a globalized world, with a focus on some of the basic issues in governance. 
 
__________________________ 
* Former Minister of Human Settlements and Regional Development, Indonesia. The article is based on 
her keynote speech delivered at the CITYNET Congress, Bangkok,  29 October – 2 November 2001.  
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I.   THE IMPACTS OF GLOBALIZATION ON CITIES 
 

The impacts of globalization on cities can be quite wide-ranging and also can have far 
reaching consequences. The effects may not remain limited within the geographical 
boundaries of any particular country or few countries but may spill over a wide region or 
even the whole world. Two recent examples are mentioned here. 

 
Since the September 11 terrorist attack in New York and the following recent events 

in Afghanistan, life will never be the same again for people in cities all over the world. 
Thousands of people in New York and Afghanistan died in vain and many others were lost or 
injured. Many people have lost their homes instantly or have been displaced and long-built 
parts of cities and urban infrastructure were destroyed overnight without knowing when and 
how to ever rebuild those again. 

  
The events also caused aftershocks transmitted from one country to another. 

Consequently, thousands of innocent people in cities around the world lost their jobs, some 
more abruptly than others. Travel, tourism and other related service industries are on the 
brink of collapsing and the impacts are rapidly reaching rural and remote areas as well. 
Global, national and local media are spreading fear, dismay and anger, thereby provoking 
ordinary people into culpable acts of revenge and destroying innocent people’s lives and 
belongings. Unfortunately, these culpable acts are overshadowing the parallel global, national 
and local media calls for peace and ending of destructions.  
  
 The second example relates to the Asian crisis of 1997. Most people in this region 
have experienced the shocks of the Asian financial crisis followed by an economic crisis. The 
crisis was able to destroy overnight the economy of many countries in Asia and wiped out 
instantly the hard earned achievements of decades of development in many countries. The 
crisis directly affected millions of people in the region who lost their jobs at that time. Many 
people again plunged deep below the poverty line without even knowing what went wrong 
and why it happened. Those people have never used or have never even seen a foreign 
currency but they were the ones most seriously affected by the sudden depreciation of their 
national currency.  
 
 All the miseries were caused by a regional financial crisis which hit the banking, 
real estate, manufacturing and even service industries such as the travel and tourism industry 
hard. The effects made direct impacts on the weakest segment of the economy and of the 
population.  Their urban economy and the formal sector of  the countries that were hard hit by 
the crisis were slower to recover compared with their national economy and the informal 
sector. The experience gained from this crisis revealed that less globalized countries and 
cities in the region were the ones that were less affected.  The rural economy and the urban 
informal sector of the affected countries also survived quite well. Although Governments 
have taken some safety measures, no one can give assurance that countries are now 
safeguarded against any such crisis or an even worse crisis happening to the region in the 
future. The region is still vulnerable and is not at liberty to take its own protective measures 
against such financial and economic crisis because of the intricacies of a globalized economy. 
 

Looking further back to the past, in the 1980s and early 1990s most people in this 
region also witnessed the positive impacts of globalization on cities and people. These 
impacts have catalysed urban growth, multiplied opportunities for wealth creation and 
increased people’s access to information, knowledge and entertainment. Advances in 
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communications and information technology (IT) contributed even further to the shrinkage of 
distance and the acceleration of change in every sphere of life. Trade and capital flows have 
grown rapidly and enormous opportunities have been created for societies and individuals to 
advance. 
 

Globalization has caused a much higher level of economic integration of national 
economies, which has also resulted in their interdependence.  This interdependence can 
produce both positive and adverse impacts on cities and on society as a whole. But it is not an 
either/or situation. It is also neither a totally unavoidable nor a fully imposed situation about 
globalization. There is a choice available. Making the choice, however, is primarily the task 
and responsibility of Governments and it is important that the right choice is made. There is a 
crucial balancing act in making policy choices towards the globalization of national 
economies and efforts to minimize their unwanted effects under both the normal and adverse 
situations.  

 
As people in cities bear the heaviest impacts of these policy decisions, whether they 

like it or not and whether they are ready for them or not, it is crucial for them to understand 
the likely outcomes of these policy decisions fully in order to be able to participate in the 
decision-making process and to exploit the available opportunities. As continued 
marginalization of those without access to capital and information will increase the gap 
between the rich and the poor and can turn into a security issue, putting people at the centre 
of urban development efforts is a prerequisite for any city to benefit from the opportunities 
created by globalization and to be able to cope up with its adverse impacts. Thus the issues in 
governance have come to the forefront of our development initiatives.   

 

II.  GOOD URBAN GOVERNANCE 
 

In recent years more and more cities in the Asian and Pacific region have moved 
towards an appropriate urban development paradigm called People Centred Cities by 
adopting and implementing the principles and practices of good urban governance that 
include a shift of focus on people. Thanks to efforts at the national, regional and international 
levels, the characteristics of good urban governance have evolved during the last two decades 
or so from long existing local values, norms and customs (such as participation and the rule 
of law) and have been combined with modern management tools (such as accountability and 
transparency). Over the years, these characteristics or principles of good governance have 
drawn global attention and commitment owing to active facilitation and promotion by the 
United Nations and its different agencies, and regional initiatives such as CITYNET and 
TUGI. Nevertheless, adoption of these principles primarily remain as the country’s national 
and local concerns and also needs local commitments for their implementation. They should 
never be seen as values being imposed from outside.  

 
Those who have managed to study these basic principles could see many linkages of 

these principles to the diverse religious and social values, local traditions and cultures of 
people in the region. Understanding these linkages can help to adopt, develop and implement 
good urban governance in the context of Asian countries. The principles are not fixed or rigid 
norms that need to be followed in a dogmatic way. They should stay flexible and amenable to 
modification by stakeholders so that they could be developed further to meet the needs of any 
particular situation and political system of a country as well as to build their local ownership 
and secure commitments for their practice.  
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It is useful to know that several parts of the United Nations system such as  the United 

Nations Development Programme, the United Nations Centre for Human Settlements 
(Habitat), the United Nations Children’s Fund and the Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs have jointly tried to come to an agreed set of norms or principles of good urban 
governance at a meeting in New York in June 2001. They agreed to the ‘Five Core Principles 
of Good Urban Governance’ that could be put forward to support their agenda on urban 
governance. The five core principles are: equity, effectiveness, accountability, participation, 
and security. Each of these principles would require further explanations on what it actually 
entails:  
 

Equity includes sustainability, gender equality and intergenerational equity; 
Effectiveness covers efficiency, subsidiarity, and strategic vision;  
Accountability includes transparency, rule of law and responsiveness;  
Participation covers citizenship, consensus orientation and civic management;   
Security is about conflict resolution, human security and environmental safety.  

 
Inclusiveness is a cross cutting principle as well as a goal. Exclusion of people, which 

could be in social, economic or in physical terms, creates and reinforces poverty. It is 
important to mention here that isolation is a key characteristic of poverty. Adopting these five 
basic principles of good governance in any sphere of public life would in turn require 
achieving the goal of inclusiveness. As mentioned previously, these core principles should be 
adopted in a given context and in a form which is understood by and acceptable to 
stakeholders.  

 

III.  PEOPLE CENTERED CITIES 
 
 Knowing, understanding and adopting the principles of good urban governance is one 
thing and being able to implement them in reaching the goal of creating people centred cities 
or systems is another thing. The key elements that characterize people centred cities are that 
they are socially just, environmentally sustainable, politically participatory, economically 
productive, culturally vibrant and globally connected. If one asks whether cities in Indonesia 
have already attained these characteristics, the answer would be negative. Probably this 
would also be the case for most of the cities in other countries in the region. There has been 
some progress, but the level of attainment of these characteristics may vary from one country 
to another. Some countries are at an early stage in realizing their importance. Why is it so? 
What are the challenges that countries face in trying to develop people centred cities? How 
can countries and cities meet these challenges?  
 
 The first challenge is that these characteristics are very much interdependent, 
therefore, a holistic approach is needed to put people’s interest at the centre of development 
policies and programmes. Implementing a holistic approach of development by a bureaucratic 
administration which was designed for a sectoral approach and has been in existence for 
decades, is very challenging. However, there is an encouraging trend in that most 
Governments have already started a process of decentralization or are already decentralized. 
The process of decentralization and devolution of power at local levels would enable 
municipalities and other local governments to attain greater autonomy and to coordinate  
traditional sectoral units to act together, but this is a long-term process and would require a 
longer time than is allowed by the usual terms of the political leadership of local 
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governments/municipalities. To enable them to enjoy the benefits of greater autonomy, 
continuous capacity-building of local governments and more networking between them 
would be of vital importance.   
 

The second challenge is a change of attitude in the civil service and changes in ways 
of doing things. Most local government leaders inherit an over-sized bureaucracy and face 
great difficulties in slimming down its size. In some countries it is even against the law to 
terminate civil service members. As a result, local governments remain overstaffed with 
underpaid people who are vulnerable to petty corruption. A reform in the civil service is a big 
necessity to implement good governance and to set up a clean and functional local 
government system in cities. The reform needs  close vertical cooperation between municipal, 
state/province and central governments. Efforts by using multi-stakeholder consultation 
processes can achieve some concrete and workable solutions in this direction.   
 

A problem related to this is the bigger potential for corruption with both municipal 
and national leadership, who through corrupt practices can make decisions in favour of 
commercially attractive projects that are not necessarily always very bad, however, as they 
may also create some jobs and promote growth. Unfortunately, many of those projects can 
only benefit the privileged few and often neglect the interests of the majority of  people. 
There can be conflicts of interest in making city commitments to provide basic services and 
public-goods such as public housing and public transport services. The interest of the 
majority may easily be lost to some vested commercial interests. Participatory approaches 
can bring transparency in decision-making, which can help in developing a win-win solution 
and synergy between public and commercial interests.     
 
 The third challenge, usually at the top of the local government’s list, is resource 
mobilization. Governments always feel that there are never enough resources to do all the 
things that they need to do for their people and to put people’s interest at the centre of 
development policies and programmes. Resource constraint is a reality. But the question is: 
do Governments need to do everything by themselves? Do they need to carry out 
development activities and provide public services through only some macro level and 
centrally coordinated efforts and using only government budgets? It is indeed quite hard for 
Governments to move away from the present culture of public sector-managed project- 
oriented works, particularly in the construction of infrastructure, to more realistic cost-
sharing programmes with other stakeholders, including the beneficiaries. Sometimes the 
government budgeting and procurement systems are also not conducive to that kind of 
arrangement.  
 

To develop people centred cities and to relieve resource constraints of Governments, 
there is a strong case for promoting inclusive participatory approaches, particularly in the 
areas of urban environmental management, municipal service delivery and economic and 
cultural development programmes. Those Governments already implementing such 
approaches can testify about the financial efficiency gains from participatory efforts. It is also 
true that even low-income people are willing to share their resources for some project if it 
benefits them and they are actively involved in its planning, implementation and monitoring. 
By contributing people gain recognition, respect and dignity and, most important, they 
develop a sense of ownership of the project.  

 
Members of municipal associations can share their valuable experiences in 

participatory approaches to development through their own networks or regional networks 
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and other regional and international organizations by conducting training programmes, 
workshops and best practice awards, among other things. They can even consider going one 
step further by undertaking joint actions through city-to-city cooperation programmes.   The 
international and regional organizations and agencies can also consider further activities to 
enhance capacity building of local governments and find more effective ways of helping 
them. 

 
 The fourth challenge is in initiating and maintaining a multi-stakeholder decision-
making processes. Many local governments are still trying to develop new formats of 
consultation with their councils or local legislators on the wrong assumption that consultation 
with them is sufficient as they are supposed to represent people from all spheres of life. Most 
Governments still need to build their capacities to develop a multi-stakeholder dialogue in the 
development process. On the other hand, most corporations need to learn how to link with 
Government and civil society beyond serving their commercial interests. Of equal 
importance, many civil society organizations need to develop their skills to steer much of 
their energy away from actions of staging protests to form proactive partnerships with others. 
Developing mutual trust among these three actors is quite crucial. Proactive key individuals 
or groups are needed to keep the process moving towards developing functional participatory 
approaches to decision-making involving all stakeholders.   
 
 The fifth challenge is how to handle urban poverty in a holistic way to ensure social 
justice in society. There is a need to mainstream poverty issues in the formulation of all 
government policies at all levels and in designing programmes and projects of all sectors. 
Efforts in poverty alleviation should not remain limited through the social affairs department 
of governments. Governments need to move away from working for the poor to working with 
the poor, understand their need for more humane treatment, getting access to market and 
capital, being heard and involved in decision-making about themselves such as in land 
consolidation for securing their land tenure. 
 
 The sixth challenge is how to embrace the information technology in order to catalyze 
the realization of a globally connected city. The interaction between the global economy and 
the people can be catalysed by the rapid development of IT. The flow of information through 
cyber networks and their effects on every sphere of life have tremendously increased; that 
was beyond the capacity of human imagination even a few years back. The full potential of 
the flow of global information can only be utilized if knowledge about IT can be more 
widespread. Public authorities should facilitate and encourage the market to make 
information hardware and software available to the public as widely and cheaply as possible. 
People should be able to use IT to promote their local activities by learning from best 
practices elsewhere, to find access to global market for their locally manufactured products, 
and to learn to establish a knowledge-based society of the future.  
 
 The Commission on Global Governance in one of its report observed that while the 
world has become much more highly integrated economically, the mechanism for managing 
the system in a stable, sustainable way have lagged behind. Clearly, IT could be the tool for 
managing the system in a sustainable way. Today’s much higher level of economic 
integration and resulting interdependence are in part due to improved communications. 
Advances in communications technology and information processing have contributed to 
shrinkage of physical distance and acceleration of all changes. Trade has consistently grown 
more rapidly than global output. Capital flows have grown even faster. Enormous 
opportunities are being created for societies and individuals to advance, but there are also 
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imbalances and risks. As economies become more interdependent, it is not only the 
opportunity for wealth creation that is multiplied but also the risk of destabilizing shocks to 
be transmitted from one country to another is increased.   

 

IV.   GOVERNMENT ACTIONS 
 
 There is a need to build our economy from the bottom local level. As in the case of a 
structure, the foundation upon which it rests determines its strength. The strength of the 
developing countries emanates from their people. People’s potential does not rest in large 
global economic establishments but is scattered among smaller and medium-sized people- 
oriented local economies. Empowering these small and medium economies should be a part 
of the task and responsibility of all Governments. 
 
 Many advocates of the global economy tend to assume that the best global economy 
should be the one that is led, if not dominated, by the developed countries in the West along 
with their concepts of democracy and human rights. But people in developing countries are 
not only interested in becoming the market and consumers of global products, they are also 
eager to manufacture and produce goods by themselves that can gain access to the global 
market.  Reciprocal trade can only be achieved if there is an equitable distribution of income 
and opportunities between countries in the world. 
 
 The global economy can have a positive impact on people as long as the global trade 
brought by it runs parallel to the national and local economy but does not tear them down. 
Mindless endeavours may result in unwanted outcomes to the local people. As an example, 
when soft drinks produced by multinational companies were introduced in Indonesia, they 
eliminated locally produced soft drinks. As a result, the outcome of global interaction was 
negative to the local economy and the people. The local economy, however, can coexist with 
the global economy through development of some kind of  interdependency between them.  
 

Special attention needs to be given to the informal sector, which served as a cushion 
to soften the impacts of the Asian crisis. People who were employed in this sector were not so 
much affected by the economic crisis as those in the formal sector. Furthermore, it should be 
realized that the informal economy certainly is not an inferior economy.  Even the developed 
countries extensively accommodate the informal sector in their human settlements and 
economic life. The relationship between the informal and the formal economy should be a 
combination of mutually productive coexistence and integration between the two with the 
objective of maintaining the resilience of the local economy while promoting a positive link 
with the global economy. 
 

The Governments in developing countries need to play an active role in making the 
global economy work for every one. Their first task would be to ensure  positive integration 
of the local, regional and national economy with the global economy. Second, they have to 
maintain harmony between the informal and formal sectors and promote their gradual 
integration.  The building of the local economy, however, has to take into account the wider 
regional and global markets. Third, a city system which is geared to a local/national 
development regime would need to undergo fundamental changes in terms of both 
development goals and the means to reach such goals. If national authorities consciously try 
to link local economic activities with the global economy, then for instance, national spatial 
planning will have to consider a wider regional and global context rather than remain limited 
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within the national context. The public policies for settlement development have to consider 
incentives for creating a conducive environment for economic development by providing 
infrastructure facilities and other services in as many urban areas as possible to enable 
national cities to have a competitive position in the global arena.  
 
 The fifth task is that people in developing countries should be assisted in taking the 
advantage of information technology to link them with the global economy. One of the most 
important means is through the education system. From the early years of their education 
children should be exposed to the use of computers and information technology. Many 
schools in developing countries have difficulty in giving access to their students to 
information technology because computers are still expensive and schools do not have the 
resources to provide them. Public authorities have to act as soon as possible to make 
computers widely available at schools.  
 
 This can be achieved if we can speed up economic development and resources can be 
mobilized for implementing such assistance. The application of IT in local /national 
economies can greatly help to overcome the disparity of economic development between 
countries and between regions within a country and thereby the benefits of globalization can 
reach more and more people. Through IT education of their young population developing 
countries can break through the limitation of the older generation to benefit from the 
information technology. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

To catalyse the exchange of experiences and mutual learning by cities, there is a 
paramount need for city-to-city linkages in addition to the existing government-to-
government and people-to-people linkages. The linkages should be developed in a wider 
perspective so that city-to-city partnerships do not remain limited just between cities of 
different countries. Partnerships should also be developed between cities within a country as 
sharing experiences between them could  be as beneficial as sharing  experiences with cities 
in other countries. Regional and international organizations and agencies can make further 
efforts in linking cities to promote good urban governance.   
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PRICING AND FINANCING IN TRANSPORT: 
 A POLITICAL ECONOMY ISSUE IN GOVERNANCE 

 
 

T C A Srinivasa-Raghavan* 
 

 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Globalisation and liberalisation have together brought to the fore a certain class

of problems that can be grouped under the general rubric of governance issues. These
issues consist of defining or, where such definitions are hard to arrive at, of obtaining a
broad consensus on the rules of the game. The objective is to obtain a written or
unwritten code of ethics and conduct aimed at protecting in an equitable and just
manner the interests of all interested parties.  However, this has not been easy and has
been even harder in the transport sector. Possibly, the most important reason for this is
that over the years transport has acquired attributes of a public good in all countries.
This has made the task of good governance even more difficult as Governments have to
cope with efficiency and equity issues with tools that are not always up to the task. An
important element of good governance in transport is the adoption of sustainable
pricing policies. It is possible to do so by getting away from the current non-dynamic
pricing systems and using techniques of network pricing that consider pricing the
networks as a whole rather than every two points within them separately, which could
allow a more sensible method of cross-subsidisation to deal with efficiency and equity
issues. 

 
I.   GOVERNANCE ISSUES IN TRANSPORT 

 
A.   The process of consolidation 

 
 The terms globalisation and liberalisation are generally used with reference to the 
financial and product markets. However, almost un-noticed and unsung, there has been 
similar trend in the transport industry. Be it aviation or surface transport, there has been a 
creeping movement towards liberalisation and globalisation. This is not entirely surprising 
because all over the world, major industries have been undergoing structural changes as a 
result of domestic market developments, globalisation, and fiscal crises. 
 
                                                 
*  Senior Consultant, Asian Institute of Transport Development, E-5, Qutab Hotel, Shaheed Jeet Singh 
Marg, New Delhi 110 016, India. 
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At its core, the process has been driven by the enormous integration of financial 
markets since the 1980s. As financial markets have integrated, ever-increasing volumes of 
investible funds have become available across borders. However, at the same time, because 
of the increase in competition amongst fund managers world wide, two other developments 
have taken place. One is the narrowing of rates of return. This has followed as a natural 
obverse to the swelling of volumes and increased competition. The other, consequently, is the 
demand from investors for greater transparency and information about the activities of firms, 
especially in respect to pricing and financing.  
 

In current parlance, this has meant a greater demand for “good governance”, a term 
that encompasses many meanings but which, in the main, refers to transparency and best 
practice. This demand has grown because until the end of the 1980s, which is when the 
process of unbundling gained momentum, it was the practice of large firms to indulge in a lot 
of hidden cross-subsidisation from the profit-making divisions to the loss-making ones. This 
made it difficult for investors to gauge actual risk, as opposed to perceived risk. Often, the 
latter seemed lower than the former actually was. Two features were often implicit in the 
earlier practice. One, as already mentioned was cross-subsidisation of prices between 
products and even firms owned by the same holding company; the other was cross-financing 
between firms owned by the same holding company without much regard to firm level return 
as long as the holding company’s shareholders were satisfied with the returns they were 
getting.  
 

However, investors have increasingly refused to countenance these practices of cross-
subsidisation and cross financing. At the same time, their insistence on better accounting 
norms has exposed vulnerabilities of the loss-making businesses within firms. By making 
adequate capitalisation contingent on these loss-making businesses being either shut down or 
sold off, the investors have succeeded in undoing the above mentioned practices that had 
become the norm until the mid-1970s. Faced with an additional compulsion of increased 
competition due to globalisation and liberalisation of national economies, business firms 
discovered a new process to survive in the changed situation. Thus, the last two decades have 
seen a process of consolidation. Large firms have merged to create even larger multinational 
corporations. These have then proceeded to buy smaller firms. The world’s transport systems 
have not been an exception to this trend. But they have been slow in responding to these 
changes.  
 

B.   Striking a balance between equity and efficiency 
 

Globalisation and liberalisation have together brought to the fore a certain class of 
problems that can be grouped under the general rubric of governance issues. These issues 
consist of defining or, where such definitions are hard to arrive at, of obtaining a broad 
consensus on the rules of the game. The objective is to obtain a written or unwritten code of 
ethics and conduct aimed at protecting in an equitable and just manner the interests of all 
interested parties.  However, this has not been easy and even harder in the transport sector. 
Possibly, the most important reason for this is that transport has, over the years, acquired 
aspects of a public good in all countries without exception.  
 

At the root of it, the problem consists of the fact that the provision of transport 
involves costs that need to be reflected in the prices charged for it. But this is easier said than 
done. The consequence is a thorny problem of political economy, especially in developing 
countries that have to strike a fine but dynamic balance between efficiency and equity. The 
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pricing problem in infrastructure generally, and of transport in particular, has to be viewed in 
this overall context. Emphasizing efficiency may mean exclusion of a large number of people 
with serious welfare implications for them. On the other hand, maximising social equity 
requires society to agree to redistributive policies that can be undertaken only at the expense 
of growth. The degree of agreement on the policies, however, tends to vary inversely with the 
degree of plurality of the political system.  
 

In consequence, some main issues in governance of the transport sector arise from 
political economy issues. This happens regardless of whether a country is developed or 
developing. People cannot be excluded from consuming transport because they cannot afford 
it. This holds true everywhere, which means that the eventual responsibility to arrange 
relative prices in a manner that is fair to all falls on the government’s shoulders. This, indeed, 
lies at the heart of the governance issue in transport. A key characteristic of investment in 
infrastructure gnerally and transport particularly is the fact it has been financed by taxes, not 
risk capital, whether debt or equity. This has had a critical bearing on the policies that drive 
the pricing of infrastructure services. The absence of risk capital has meant that issues 
concerning pricing and returns have never occupied the centre stage of public policy.     
 

In purely financial terms this boils down to deciding whether costs should be fully 
reflected at all levels of the service or only partially; and if the latter, how to fund the gaps. 
Inevitably, when defined in this manner, the principal component of the debate reduces itself 
to a single, albeit complex, issue: the pricing of transport services and the rules that should 
govern it. Globalisation and the consequent immensity of flows of capital accompanied by 
labour displacing technologies that induce greater uncertainties about citizens future incomes 
against which they might plausibly seek insurance, has made the problem even more 
complex. In a system characterised by universal franchise, the importance of this cannot be 
overlooked, even when the provision of infrastructure services are in the hands of private 
providers. No better example of this can be found than in the difficulties that California is 
having with its power markets where the regulators have had to struggle to balance equity 
and efficiency, with predictably sub-optimal economic outcomes. 
 

It is true that, in general, there is a positive and statistically significant correlation 
between democracy, open capital flows and redistributive social policies. But it seems 
permissible to wonder if there isn’t some confusion between cause and effect, especially in 
the context of mass poverty. It is surely no coincidence that the least financially open 
countries also happen to be the poorest ones, namely Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. In 
India, for instance, greater financial openness and as a result, greater economic efficiency 
through labour displacing technologies could create major social upheavals that the 
democratic process would have to take into account.  
 

But as they struggle to manage the politics of pricing, not just of transport of course, 
but of all such goods and services that have a public good aspect to them, how can 
governments get the economic effects of politics right? After all, two types of dangers are 
ever present: the deadweight costs of the bureaucracy charged with administering the task of 
redistribution and the chance that, as incomes from investment are arbitrarily re-allocated via 
the price mechanism, investment will be insufficient on account of insecure property rights. 
This, certainly, has been the Indian experience. Indeed, often, the 'more' democracy you have 
in a country with a very large number poor people, the higher the need for re-distribution and, 
therefore, the higher the incidence of both types of costs mentioned above. This, too, has 
been the Indian experience.   
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C.   The new public goods 
 

Is there a way of reducing these deadweight costs of the bureaucracy and insecure 
property rights? This is the million-dollar question to which there cannot, obviously, be any 
categorically clear answer unless society as a whole agrees to exclude a large number of 
people from the consumption basket. However, such exclusion could have serious welfare 
implications, increase poverty in the short term and, therefore, perversely, it would also 
increase the need for redistributive policies as well. And this seems to be universally true, as 
the experience of California after the recent power crisis has shown.  There, the retail prices 
of electricity were left unchanged while the wholesale prices were freed up. The result was a 
huge gap between revenues and expenditure of the utilities. In the event, the courts recently 
ruled that retail prices would have to be set low enough as to allow everyone to be able to buy 
electricity. In other words, electricity in California has become a quasi-public good.    
 

The complexity does not end here. It goes on to eddy into the second stage where the 
important policy question is to determine the extent to which pricing strategies can be used 
for improving the distribution of income through extensive cross-subsidisation. The 
experience of India suggests that although pricing can indeed be used to achieve greater 
equity, it is also very easy to err on the side of excessive cross-subsidisation. Issues of 
regional balance and spatial equity become critically important in this respect. In fact, with 
the adoption of policies that allow markets to allocate investment there is always a tendency 
for better-endowed regions to attract more than their “fair” share of investment. Regions with 
superior infrastructure, including transport infrastructure, thus begin to grow faster than the 
regions where infrastructure services are poor. The contrast between regions, in the case of 
transport, can be especially stark. In the light of all of this, the critical governance issue is, 
what shape should transport pricing be expected to take and how can efficiency and 
sustainability be ensured. There are no easy or universally applicable answers.  
 

There is also the general question of subsidies. Thus, if a subsidy is deemed to be 
appropriate, should it come to the infrastructure, or to the service provider, or to both? There 
is obviously no unambiguous answer to this question. The criterion to be kept in mind is 
''targeting". If investment in infrastructure is consistent with the interests of what is perceived 
to be the target group, then it may warrant a subsidy, either in the form of subsidised capital 
or an operating subsidy to cater to recurring cash outlays. However, if the target group is only 
a subset of the people using a particular infrastructure facility, then subsidising the entire 
infrastructure will entail a leakage and the extent of leakage and the mechanisms in place to 
control it will be key considerations in any private investor's calculations.  
 

This is so because he would be reluctant to buy into an operation, which cannot 
guarantee the tight control of subsidies flowing to specific groups of users. If there are 
arbitrage opportunities for the subsidies, as demonstrated in the case of Indian Railways, the 
revenue potential from the operation is diluted, thus making it that much less attractive. This 
set of issues leads to somewhat more detailed requirements of the kind of organisational 
structure, which one would need to attract private funds. The specific designs of the 
organisation, for example, whether it integrates infrastructure with services, are best left to 
the needs of the particular sector and activity. However, the ability to transparently account 
for subsidies and ensure that they flow only to the target groups and to obtain due 
compensation from the government for providing these services is also a key attribute of a 
successful organisation in the transport sector. 
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D.   The need for an alternative approach to pricing transport as a public good 
 

The problem of pricing and in its economic manifestations becomes worse in 
countries with large numbers of poor who are also able to vote under a system of universal 
adult franchise. There the extent of cross-subsidisation tends to be very high and can even 
reach unsustainable proportions if governance is poor. In India, for instance, about a quarter 
of the output of industries that produce infrastructure services such as transport and power are 
allowed to be stolen or given away virtually free as a matter of policy. In the State of Punjab, 
for instance, electricity is supplied free to farmers (who then allow electric arc furnace mini 
steel plants to be set up on their land!) An important element of good governance therefore is 
the adoption of sustainable pricing policies, which can cover the costs or at least allow a more 
sensible level of cross-subsidisation.  

 

II.   THE ROLE OF THE STATE 
 

A.   Mitigating the risks 
 

An explicit recognition of the fact that transport services have acquired features of 
public goods and the fact that this has enhanced risk leads to the conclusion that, for the time 
being at least, excessive reliance on private capital may well be misplaced. It would be useful 
to recognise that in the foreseeable future private finance in fixed infrastructure will play only 
a limited role. This, in turn, means that the State will have to resume its efforts in financing 
the bulk of investment, at least in fixed infrastructure. This is because there is as yet no 
effective way of mitigating the risks in fixed infrastructure. Only the State is in a position to 
discount these risks by building in considerations of non-financial returns associated with the 
positive externalities (such as induced development, improved access and so on) that accrue 
to the economy as a whole, rather than to only the firm or group of firms, from investment in 
infrastructure. However, it is advisable that it remains a sleeping partner who provides non-
management support to firms that invest in infrastructure services. India has begun to 
experiment with this by offering different levels of equity limits for government participation. 
The levels vary from 26 to 49 per cent which effectively makes Government the sleeping 
partner but, at the same time, enables it to provide administrative and other services, 
including land acquisition on concessional terms.  

 

 B.   Formulating sustainable pricing policies 
 
In most markets prices have two main functions: to ration and allocate the use of 

resources between the production of different products; and to finance such production. In 
transport, however, the performance of these functions is subject to three major 
complications: 
 

• The separation of responsibility for infrastructure from service provision; 

• The pursuit of multiple objectives, particularly in public transport policy;  

• The separation of infrastructure financing from charging.  
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Infrastructure clearly refers to the physical facilities used to provide transport that are 
fixed in the ground, such as roads, railway lines, signalling, harbours, airports and so on. It is 
very easy to provide examples of this. The road network is the infrastructure component of 
the road transport system, the rail track is the infrastructure component of the rail transport 
system, airports play that role for the aviation sector and so on. On the other hand, the bus 
and truck operators are the service providers on the road network, the rolling stock operators 
perform that function on the railway lines and the aircraft operators do so in aviation.  
 

Transport infrastructure is characterised by high fixed costs and low variable costs. To 
put it simply, most of the cost of creating the infrastructure is incurred before it can even be 
put to use. Once it is in operation, the cost is incurred whether it is used or not. There is a cost 
element that is correlated with the level of usage, such as maintenance, but it is typically a 
small fraction of the total. 
 

The service, on the other hand, has a higher proportion of variable costs, those related 
to the level of usage. There are fixed costs in this component as well; the buses, locomotives 
or aircraft have to be paid for and maintained, and so on. However, the fact that these assets 
are not fixed in space like infrastructure enormously reduces the burden of fixed costs when 
the equipment is not being fully utilised.  
  
 The standard prescription for setting price at marginal cost to achieve economic 
efficiency does not have much relevance in pricing of transport infrastructure and services 
and other technology services (for example, information technology) that have very large 
fixed costs and relatively low variable costs. In these contexts, the appropriate guiding 
principle could be that the marginal willingness to pay should be equal to or greater than 
marginal cost. This condition for efficiency can be approximated by using differential 
pricing, which is common in the airlines and telecommunications industries in many 
countries. 
 

It is possible to introduce differential pricing in the transport sector by getting away 
from non-dynamic pricing systems and using techniques of network pricing that allows a 
more sensible method of minimising cross-subsidisation. If transport services are to be 
provided to a large number of diverse users of varied affordability, and costs are to be 
covered or subsidies minimized, it is very likely that differential pricing would be necessary. 
Basically, this would involve pricing the networks as a whole rather than every two points 
within them separately. This would make pricing more sustainable in fiscal terms.  That is, 
prices could be close to marginal costs and should be either greater than or equal to it.  
Because of this, the process necessarily has to be a dynamic one, dependent on traffic loads at 
any given point in time. 
 

C.   Striking a fine balance 
 

The right policy to follow, therefore, is for the State to continue to play the leading 
role in investment in fixed infrastructure while making it easier for the private sector to invest 
in moveable assets. Thus, the State should continue to build roads, ports, airports, rail lines, 
and so on.  and must accelerate its efforts in these sectors. Simultaneously, it must encourage 
private investment in moveable infrastructure assets through a right policy mix of 
competition and tax breaks. Regulatory aspects become important in this context with a view 
to reconciling private participation in the sector with some social objectives. An essential 
element of an effective regulatory framework for transport infrastructure and services is to 
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place the responsibility of regulation in an agency with the required independence, autonomy, 
expertise and accountability. This ought to minimise, if not eliminate, an excess of 
subsidisation of certain classes of users. 

 
Ideal regulatory institutions cannot be created instantly, and the reform programme 

should anticipate and encourage improvements in regulatory capabilities and experience over 
time.  Regulatory agencies may do best by starting to work with simple regulatory rules and 
procedures and refining them as they gain more information and experience. In the end, a 
delicate balance must be struck between elaborating a complete regulatory framework at the 
outset, and allowing regulatory rules and procedures to evolve in response to the development 
and performance of the sectors subject to regulation and growth in the experience and 
capabilities of the regulators. There is a trade-off between rigid regulatory rules and 
procedures and regulatory discretion and flexibility. Going too far toward either extreme is 
not likely to yield regulatory dividends. 
 

A related problem in the development of long-term finance for infrastructure is tax 
treatment of assets. By making a distinction between fixed assets and moveable assets, tax 
benefits are available only for the former. This distinction is not entirely valid because of the 
order of investments required even for moveable assets. There is a need for a more flexible 
view, perhaps using the unit cost of acquisition as a criterion.  
 

Another policy issue for consideration is that, given the magnitude of investments 
required in fixed infrastructure like roads, ports, airports etc, whether the Government should 
not play the leading role by forming joint ventures and promoting more ventures and by 
relaxing the mandated investment norms for provident funds and insurance companies.  
 

It can be seen from the above argument that the State needs to play mainly a 
facilitating role. However, in the realm of policy, Governments are faced with the practical 
problem of having to decide between the degree of importance they attach to domestic 
investment and foreign investment. In recent years, especially in view of the East Asian 
miracle and the Chinese triumphs, it has been widely acknowledged that foreign capital can 
play a very important role. While there is no denying this, it must also be borne in mind that 
many governments, especially in pluralist democracies, feel duty bound to protect the 
interests of domestic capital, whether private or public. The dilemma becomes even sharper 
when a country has had a long record of domestic private investment. The choices then are 
difficult and a balance is hard to strike. What role should the State play in such 
circumstances? There are no universally applicable answers and inevitably whatever answer 
eventually emerges has to do so by a process of trial and error. 
 

Finally, in view of the causes that led to the Asian crisis, a Government would have to 
decide on how much sand to put in the wheels where short-term flows are concerned. But, 
once again, there is no clear measure of this and much would depend on the dynamics of the 
existing situation.  
 

A related problem for Governments is the macroeconomic policy that they choose to 
follow. The presence of large amounts of foreign investment requires, at the very least, a 
stable exchange rate. This, in turn, depends on a host of other macroeconomic variables, of 
which the most important are the domestic interest rate and the ‘safe’ rate of inflation. In turn, 
these depend on the levels of budget or fiscal deficit that a country may regard as being 
‘safe’. The experience of India during the last 10 years shows that the Indian economy is able 
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to absorb fairly high levels of deficit of around 7 per cent of GDP because in spite of it, the 
exchange rates, the interest rates and inflation have remained stable.  
 

This suggests that income transfers achieved through extensive cross-subsidisation do 
not always result in the sort of disasters that are commonly predicted. True, there is some 
resulting damage to efficiency but to the extent that Governments cannot – indeed must not – 
go purely by the financial yardsticks of efficiency, there may be something to be said for such 
policies because the provision of adequate employment opportunities is not just a welfare 
measure. It can, and often is, a necessary part of the strategy of development. If the 
requirements of growth are urgent, so is the need for some selective measures of social 
welfare. The fiscal system has also to serve the ends of greater equality of incomes, 
consumption and wealth, irrespective of any immediate need for resources. It is useful to 
appreciate, in this context, the dilemmas of pluralist democracies in which the overwhelming 
majority of the voters are poor, particularly in view of the fact while there is a tendency to be 
patient while markets mature, no such patience is in evidence while a democracy matures.   

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

Two main conclusions emerge from this brief discussion. First, that certain types of 
infrastructure, notably electricity and transport, have acquired the attributes of public goods. 
In practice, this means that the prices charged have no economic relationship to the cost of 
producing these services. So even though the marginal cost of producing them is not zero or 
anywhere near it, the gap between price and marginal cost can be fairly large. This is because 
there is a major political compulsion on Governments to ensure that no one is excluded from 
consuming such goods merely because he or she cannot pay for them.  An important element 
of good governance therefore is the adoption of sustainable pricing policies. It is possible to 
do so by using techniques of network pricing which  involves pricing the networks as a whole 
rather than every two points within them separately. This would allow more sensible method 
of minimising cross-subsidisation and thereby make pricing more sustainable in fiscal terms.   
 

The second conclusion is that private capital is faced with additional risk and there is 
really no foolproof and equitable method of mitigating it, especially in volatile political 
climates. These risks, it should be mentioned, arise largely from an underdeveloped system of 
contract enforcement. The consequence of this is two-fold: either private capital stays away 
or it participates at a cost to the consumer that shrinks the market to uneconomic sizes, thus 
making investment in fixed assets unviable. In turn this means that there is a role that the 
state has to continue to play by investing in fixed transport assets such as roads, railway lines, 
ports and airports as only it is in a position to discount these risks by building in 
considerations of non-financial returns associated with the positive externalities that accrue to 
the economy as a whole. However, it is advisable that it remains a sleeping partner who 
provides non-management support and administrative and other services including land 
acquisition on concessional terms to firms that invest in infrastructure services.  
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I.   RURAL TRANSPORT 
 
 Rural transport is a subject that is receiving increasingly more attention from 
development specialists. Over the last decade, the World Bank, ILO and other organizations 
concerned with rural development and poverty alleviation have initiated programmes and 
projects to understand better the role that rural transport plays in the local economy and to 
demonstrate the importance, variety and extent of rural transport. 
 
 Transport patterns between countries, within a country and between rural and urban 
areas differ considerably. Rural transport for the purpose of this article is defined as the 
movement of people and goods in rural areas by any conceivable means, for any conceivable 
purpose along any conceivable route. Research work has revealed that rural transport in 
developing countries has its own very distinct features. It is characterized by people moving 
themselves and their goods around in rural areas for a variety of subsistence, social and 
economic purposes. Some of this transport takes place in motorized vehicles along well-
maintained roads. Much of this transport however takes place in and around the community 
on foot or on rough roads often with intermediate modes of transport such as bicycles, 
motorcycles, tricycles or with small boats.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Transport in itself is a means to an end. The ultimate aim is to obtain access. Access 

to the basic, social and economic good, services and facilities to which rural communities 
need to have access to be able to live a socially and economically productive and decent life. 
The transport needs of rural people are associated with basic needs such as water, food and 
firewood, social welfare aspects of rural life such as health and education and with economic 
welfare aspects of rural life such as agriculture, livestock and home industries. The following 
two figures show the importance of transport in terms of trips and time spent and provide a 
breakdown by purpose for three fairly remote areas in Cambodia, the Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic and the Philippines. 
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Figure 1.   Trip distribution by purpose 
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Figure 2.   Travel time distribution 
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 The two figures show that in the three areas surveyed most trips are for and time is 
spent on subsistence purposes such as the collection of water and firewood and the growing 
and harvesting of crops (livelihood). Of secondary importance are trips to markets and shops 
to buy or sell goods. Travel to schools, health centres and other social and cultural places, in 
terms of time and effort, come in as third. It should be emphasized here that this does not 
imply that access to schools and health centres are, or are perceived to be, of secondary 
importance. 
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II.   RURAL TRANSPORT PLANNING AND DECENTRALIZATION 

 
 If the aim is to improve rural transport we have to address the real transport needs of 
the rural people. This requires working with the rural people to identify their transport needs, 
possible interventions, priorities and to design the most appropriate projects that will either 
improve people’s mobility or lessen their demand for transport. This can not be done by 
specialized institutions far away from where rural people move themselves and their 
products.  
 
 The conventional approach to transport planning however has always been sectoral, 
top-down and non-participatory. Transport planning is often done by specialized ministries, 
agencies and (international) consultancy firms. Projects and investments resulting from this 
planning often fail to reach the rural poor. The reason for this seems obvious.  
 
 Clearly, rural transport planning needs to be based on the understanding of the 
potential of an area, its people and their problems and needs. How to measure this potential? 
Who is in the best position to do this?  Planners at the central level or their counterparts at the 
local level?  The question to the last question seems rather obvious. Planners at the local level 
are in the best position to identify and address the real transport needs in their areas of 
jurisdiction. 
  
 The opportunity to bring rural transport planning closer to where rural transport 
happens came with the recent drive to decentralize. The decentralization process that has 
started and is now underway in many countries in the Asian and Pacific region enables a 
situation in which local government units can plan, provide and manage the rural transport 
system. Local government units are not only closer to the communities and therefore in a 
better position to understand their real needs, they are also in a better position to facilitate the 
organization of villages and to improve their technical capabilities to perform certain tasks. 
 
 For local governments of rural areas a major issue is rural development and 
investment choices that are associated with this process. Transport is obviously an important 
factor in rural development in that its existence or absence limits the opportunity that rural 
people have to improve their social and economic well being. Transport however is only one 
of the factors and rural transport however is often not considered as a sector as such. It cuts 
across various sectors and interventions to improve rural transport therefore usually result 
more from a sectoral than an integrated area-based approach. 
 
 Furthermore, local technicians often lack skills to apply such an integrated approach 
towards improving rural transport. Investments in procedures and capacity to address this 
lack of local capacity, knowledge and techniques generally contribute to the development in 
rural areas and can pay off handsomely. The International Labour Organization has 
developed such an approach. This approach, Integrated Rural Accessibility Planning (IRAP), 
is used to strengthen capacity at local government level for improved rural access planning. 
IRAP is basically a set of local level rural infrastructure planning tools for use at the 
community and local government level. In the process of applying it, capacity is built at local 
government level to sustain the process.  
 
 IRAP is an area-based planning process which assists local governments to identify 
the "real" access needs of the local communities and define and prioritise interventions to 
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improve access. Interventions to either improve rural mobility (such as roads, bridges and 
tracks) or improve the distribution of facilities and services (such as water supplies, schools 
and health centres). The whole process is participatory and involves the local communities 
and local government officials representing the different sectors. Access planning therefore 
encompasses rural transport planning as improving mobility as one of the two main strategies 
to improve rural access. The IRAP approach is unique in that it seeks to maximize 
participation during the planning phase and in that it promotes the use of local resources 
including labour for project implementation. 

 

III.   THE INTEGRATED RURAL ACCESSIBILITY PLANNING PROCESS 
 

IRAP focuses on the household, and measures its access needs in terms of the time 
and effort spent to get access. Because of poor access, a lot of time and effort is often spent 
by rural households to obtain access or sometimes access is almost impossible because of 
long distances and a poor transport system. 
 

The underlying principal of accessibility planning is to reduce the difficulty of 
achieving access. Improved access improves living conditions and makes it easier for people 
to satisfy their basic social and economic needs. Furthermore, time-savings as a result of 
improved access could be used for alternative social and economic activities. 
 
 

 
 
 
Steps 1 and 2: Data collection and processing 
 

The first step is to carry out a situation analysis that identifies the access problems in 
target areas both regarding the mobility of the population and the location and use of services 
and facilities. Communities and local government organizations are involved in this process 
and provide the needed information. Local enumerators are trained to carry out the needed 
survey and to process the data. Data comprise secondary data (such as population and 
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agriculture outputs) and primary data. At the household level, primary data are collected on 
access and transport characteristics such as use of facilities, travel purposes and travel times. 
After collection, the data are processed and analysed, which results in a demand-oriented 
access or transport needs assessment of the target areas. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Step 3: Preparation of accessibility profiles, indicators and maps 
 

Access profiles of target areas cover a set of basic information on both locations of 
services and facilities and the levels of difficulty that people have in gaining access to them. 
For each sector, Accessibility Indicators are prepared. The indicators are a function of 
different variables such as the number of households in a target area, the average time spent 
to reach each facility/service, the frequency of travel to a facility and selected qualitative 
variables, which are derived and defined at the village level. A simple formula is used to 
calculate the Accessibility Indicator. In addition, based on the gathered information, 
accessibility maps are prepared in order to have a better visual presentation of access profiles 
in target areas and to identify alternative solutions to access problems. An example of an 
Accessibility Indicator is: 
 
 
Number of elementary school           times         (Average time to    minus      Minimum  acceptable 
age children in village, x                               travel to school, y                            standard, z) 
 
 
If values for x, y and z are 150, 60 minutes and 45 minutes respectively, the Accessibility Indicator is:150 x  
(60min - 45min) =  2250 
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Step 4: Prioritisation 
 

The larger the value of the Accessibility Indicators, the worse is the access problem. 
The target areas are then ranked/prioritised accordingly. The target area with the worst access 
indicator in a particular sector gets the highest priority for access interventions in that sector.  
 
 

Step 5 and 6: Data validation and defining targets and objectives 
 

The access profiles will be presented and the gathered data validated in a training 
workshop which is participated in by representatives of local authorities, donor organizations, 
NGOs and communities.  During the workshop the sectoral objectives for access 
improvements will be defined. Where national targets exist, these will be used to define 
overall objectives, for example, all households in an area should have direct access to potable 
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water, not exceeding a distance of 500 meters, all year around. The targets should be realistic 
and attainable, based on the available resources. 
 
 

 

            
Step 7: Project identification 

 
The results of the above mentioned workshop contribute to identification of a set of 

interventions/projects which would most efficiently reduce the time and effort involved in 
obtaining access to supplies, services and facilities. These interventions are related to 
transport (rural transport infrastructure, low cost means of transport or transport services), 
and non-transport services (for example,  better distribution or the most appropriate locations 
of services including water pumps and wells, schools, clinics and markets). 

 

Step 8: Implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
 

The identified projects are then considered and integrated into an overall local 
development planning system for implementation, monitoring and evaluation. The target 
communities and organizations are involved not only in planning but they also contribute to 
implementation and maintenance of what has been planned. 

 

IV.   IMPROVING TRANSPORT FOR THE RURAL POOR 
 

Poor rural areas in developing countries often have special transport needs. The 
majority of people in these areas do not own motorized vehicles and are therefore not directly 
benefiting from a conventional transport planning approach which focuses on roads and 
motorized transport. The transport patterns of rural poor are dominated by short distance trips 
often on foot or by intermediate means of transport such as bicycles or motorcycles. Longer 
distance trips usually involves motorized transport services and an increase in rural mobility 
is often associated with an improvement in rural transport services. 
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If rural transport is indeed the means to improve mobility for rural people to gain 
access to the services, goods and facilities they need, then planning for rural transport should 
not overlook the option of non-road interventions such as footbridges, paths, tracks and trails. 
This latter network is the network along which many rural people move and these tracks and 
trails are in fact their “roads”. 
 

Furthermore, improving the rural road network does not necessarily improve access 
for the rural poor. Rural people may be too poor to purchase vehicles. Their access 
improvements often result from more frequent, more reliable, safer and less expensive 
transport services. If imperfections in the transport market exist or if the development of 
transport services is hampered by a lack of competition or suffering from restrictive 
government legislation and practices, it requires a coherent action to improved the 
environment within which transport services operate to go hand in hand with the 
improvements to the road network. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

IRAP links planning to implementation. One of the main features is the immediate 
outputs it produces in terms of priorities and investment proposals. These are “ready-made” 
to enter the political arena for resource allocation and often result in investment allocations 
according to the real needs of the people. IRAP presents a set of tool which can easily be 
used at the local level. In addition, the priorities identified and investment proposals designed 
seek to maximize the use of local resources including local capacity, knowledge, capital and 
labour and have therefore an incremental impact on poverty and employment. 
 
For further reading 
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4. Geoff Edmonds, 1998. Rural Accessibility Technical Papers (RATP3) – Wasted Time, 
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 To follow the development of new IRAP test/demonstration projects have a look at 
the Regional University Network – Asia-Pacific website:  www.geocities.com/run_ap 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The phenomenal increase in vehicular ownership and transport demand during the

past two decades have made the transport sector become the major source of air and
noise pollution in many cities in the Republic of Korea. Consequently, environmental
sustainability has become a major issue of concern in transport development. Various
policy instruments and other measures have been applied or are under consideration to
contain transport demand and greenhouse gas emissions to promote sustainable transport
development in the Republic of Korea. 
 
 Evaluating the effectiveness of a policy measure is important in deciding its
relevance. A framework has been developed in this paper which can be applied to
evaluate the effectiveness of policy measures. In this paper, we estimate the indicators
related to transport and the environment in the Republic of Korea up to 2020. A forecast
of vehicle ownership was made since it was the most important parameter for estimating
road travel and energy demand in the transport sector. The estimation was done by a
lagged  power growth  function, with real income  and cost of  vehicle  ownership as 
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explanatory variables. Subsequently, other indicators such as transport demand, energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions were estimated for each transport mode. We
also discuss the government administrative structure and policy measures for sustainable
development in the transport sector and finally, analyse the effectiveness of two policy
measures by quantifying their potential in reducing transport demand and CO2 emissions. 
 

  

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 Environmental sustainability has become one of the main concerns among the 
transport planners and policy makers in many countries. The transport sector has been 
recognized as one of the most difficult areas where environmental sustainability can be 
ensured owing to ever-increasing demand and its extremely heavy reliance on non-renewable 
fossil fuels. This is also true in the Republic of Korea, where the transport sector has become 
the major source of air and noise pollution in many cities owing to phenomenal increase in 
vehicular ownership and transport demand during the past two decades. As a result, 
sustainable transport development is now considered as a major issue of concern in the 
country. 
 
 In this paper, we estimate the transport and environment related indicators in the 
Republic of Korea up to 2020. At first, a forecast of vehicle ownership was made since it was 
the most important parameter for estimating road travel and energy demand in the transport 
sector. The estimation was done by a lagged power growth function, with real income and 
cost of vehicle ownership as explanatory variables. Subsequently, other indicators such as 
transport demand, energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions were estimated for 
each mode.  We also discuss the government administrative structure and policy measures 
for sustainable development in the transport sector and analyse the effectiveness of the policy 
measures by quantifying their potential in reducing traffic volume and energy consumption. 
Special attention is given to analyse the effectiveness of travel demand management policies 
in the context of the Republic of Korea.  
 
 The traditional approach to reduce energy consumption in the transport sector has 
focused on regulatory aspects and technical development involving the improvement of 
vehicle fuel efficiency. However, recent evidence suggests that the increase in travel demand 
often overwhelm the gain made through improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency. 
Consequently, the overall energy consumption in the transport sector increases in almost all 
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countries regardless of their socio-economic conditions. In view of this, the importance of 
traffic demand management policies is receiving greater attention in most developed as well 
as many developing countries. In this paper, some transport demand management policy 
options to reducing transport energy consumption and conserving the environment are 
evaluated in the context of the Republic of Korea. 
 

I.  TRANSPORT DEMAND, ENERGY USE AND GREENHOUSE 
GAS EMISSIONS IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

 
 Transport demand has been increasing very rapidly in recent years in the Republic of 
Korea.  In particular, the number of private cars has increased very rapidly and the resulting 
energy consumption has also increased very rapidly. Table 1 shows the recent trend in the 
increase of vehicle ownership in the country. Between 1990 and 1999, vehicle ownership has 
increased at an annual rate of 16.6 per cent. Per capita ownership has increased from less than 
8 per cent in 1990 to almost 24 per cent in 1999. Consequently, the energy consumption in 
the transport sector has increased tremendously. For example, the consumption of petroleum 
products has more than doubled during this period. Especially the consumption of petrol 
showed a remarkable increase of 175 per cent during this nine-year period.  
 

Table 1.  Population and vehicle ownership in the Republic of Korea, 1990-99 

                                                      

Vehicle 

Year 

 
 

Population 
 

Number 
Number per 
thousands of 

persons 

Annual 
increase rate 

% 
1990  42,869  3,395 79.2  - 
1991  43,296  4,248 98.1  25.1 
1992  43,664  5,231 119.8  23.1 
1993  43,748  6,273 143.4  19.9 
1994  44,641  7,404 165.9  18.0 
1995  45,093  8,469 187.8  14.4 
1996  45,545  9,553 209.8  12.8 
1997  45,991  10,413 226.4  9.0 
1998  46,430  10,470 225.5  0.5 
1999  46,858  11,164 238.3  6.6 

Average annual 
increase rate 1.00 17.80 16.63 14.1 

 

Source:  National Statistics Office of the Republic of Korea, 2000. 
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 Despite the rapid growth of vehicle population, compared to many other cities in the 
region, the problem of air pollution in cities in the Republic of Korea is still not very severe, 
as can be seen from the figures in table 2. However, as the rate of growth of road vehicles, 
cars in particular, is very high and they are the major source of air pollution in cities, people’s 
perception about automotive air pollution is very strong in the Republic of Korea. 
 
 

Table 2.  Air pollution levels in major cities, 1997 
 

City Air 
Pollutants Seoul Pusan Taegu Kwangju Incheon Taejon 

SOx 
(ppm) 

 
0.011 0.018 0.023 0.009 0.013 0.011 

TSP 
(mg/m3) 

 
72 84 62 74 86 67 

NOx 
(ppm) 

 
0.032 0.028 0.024 0.021 0.026 0.022 

O3 
(ppm) 

 
0.016 0.019 0.015 0.021 0.016 0.018 

CO 
(ppm) 

 
1.2 1.0 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.4 

 

Source:  Ministry of Environment, 1998. 

 
 
 Energy consumption in the transport sector actually decreased in 1998 owing to the 
Asian financial crisis in 1997 and the subsequent recession, which followed afterwards. 
Energy use has, however, started to increase again since 1999. The road and air transport 
sectors have shown very rapid increase in energy use while the rail sector has shown rather a 
moderate increase. 
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Table 3.  Energy consumption in the transport sector 
 

Thousands of tonnes of oil equivalent 

Year Rail Road Water Air Total 

1990 391.8 11,205.3 1,668.7 907.2 14,173.0 
1991 403.9 12,855.2 1,947.1 949.8 16,156.0 
1992 416.6 14,644.0 2,288.3 1,181.9 18,530.8 
1993 441.5 16,528.6 2,733.1 1,415.9 21,119.1 
1994 447.2 18,669.1 3,134.2 1,609.8 23,860.3 
1995 464.4 21,217.7 3,617.8 1,848.5 27,148.4 
1996 467.2 23,288.1 4,020.1 2,016.7 29,792.1 
1997 472.7 23,508.9 4,492.8 2,264.0 30,738.4 
1998 452.3 19,269.6 4,466.6 1,995.5 26,183.9 
1999 478.2 21,175.3 4,849.1 2,122.1 28,624.7 

Annual 
increase 
rate (%) 

2.2 7.3 12.6 9.9 8.1 

 

Source: Ministry of Industry and Resources Internal Document, 2000. 

 
Table 4.  Energy consumption in the transport sector by energy type, 1990-99 

 
Thousands of tonnes of oil equivalent 

Petroleum products 
Year 

Petrol Diesel B-C* JA-1 Butane Others Subtotal 
Electricity Total 

1990 2,936 7,748 1,199 835 1,207 161 14,086 87 14,173 
1991 3,551 8,717 1,435 940 1,261 159 16,063 94 16,157 
1992 4,410 9,527 1,748 1,173 1,380 192 18,430 101 18,531 
1993 5,329 10,351 2,208 1,406 1,513 204 21,011 108 21,119 
1994 6,452 11,225 2,610 1,604 1,652 194 23,737 124 23,861 
1995 7,527 12,640 3,020 1,844 1,751 228 27,010 138 27,148 
1996 8,664 13,573 3,270 2,008 1,855 278 29,648 145 29,793 
1997 9,074 13,235 3,804 2,256 1,978 239 30,586 151 30,737 
1998 7,618 10,470 3,662 1,989 2,071 239 26,049 136 26,185 
1999 8,070 11,725 3,727 2,116 2,580 257 28,475 149 28,624 

Annual 
increase 
rate (%) 

11.9 4.7 13.4 10.9 8.8 5.3 8.1 6.2 8.1 

 

Source::  Energy Economics Institute, 2000. 

*  B-C indicates Bunker-C oil. 
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 In order to estimate future energy use and greenhouse gas emissions from the 
transport sector, forecast of transport demand is required. We have estimated vehicle 
ownership up to 2020, as it is one of the basic information required for the estimation of 
transport demand. For long-term forecast of vehicle ownership, researchers have frequently 
used growth functions with a presumed saturation level. In our estimation also, we employed 
a lagged power growth function where the vehicle ownership rate, which was assumed to 
approach a preset saturation level, was made dependent on real income and the cost of 
owning and operating a vehicle. The cost variable was a composite index consisting of the 
price of a new vehicle in real terms and the real cost of operating a typical vehicle for one 
year.  
 

 According to our estimation, vehicle ownership would increase from 12 million in 
2000 to more than 25 million in 2020. In estimating with the lagged power growth function, 
we employed the long term per capita GDP forecast by the Korea Development Institute.  
For the petroleum product price, which enters as a component of the cost variable, we 
assumed a moderate 3 per cent net increase over the estimation period. In our estimation, 
total vehicle ownership rate was estimated first and then the share of each vehicle type was 
subsequently estimated assuming that the current trend would continue. Table 6 provides the 
results of the forecast by vehicle type. 
 

Table 5.  Vehicle ownership by year 

 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

Population (thousands) 45,093 47,300 49,123 50,900 51,677 52,500 

Per capita GDP 8,368.3 9,141.9 11,740.1 15,076.7 18,237.5 22,061.0 

Vehicle number per 
person 0.1275 0.1727 0.2109 0.2521 0.2936 0.3282 

Vehicle registered 
(thousands) 8,469 12,059 15,611 19,442 22,606 25,121 

 

Source:  Lee et al , 2001. 
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Table 6.  Estimated vehicle population by type, energy use and year 
        

 1999 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 
Passenger 

car subtotal 7,463,943 8,083,926 10,942,420 14,283,604 16,658,354 18,593,206 

Petrol 
7,039,302 7,624,013 10,319,880 13,470,977 15,710,622 17,535,395 

 
Passenger 

car 
 
 LPG 

424,641 459,913 622,540 812,627 947,732 1057,811 

Bus subtotal 
1,402,020 1,506,204 1,768,775 1,954,297 2,253,616 2,473,112 

Light petrol 
41,881 44,993 52,837 58,379 67,320 73,877 

Light LPG 
268,531 288,485 338,776 374,309 431,638 473,679 

Light diesel 
981,036 1,053,937 1,237,666 1,367,481 1,576,923 1,730,511 

Medium 
diesel 39,247 42,163 49,514 54,707 63,086 69,230 

 
Bus 

 

Heavy diesel 
71,325 76,625 89,983 99,421 114,648 125,815 

Truck 
subtotal 2,298,356 2,469,146 2,899,584 3,203,714 3,694,391 4,054,215 

Light petrol 
58,152 62,473 73,364 81,059 93,474 102,578 

Light LPG 
51,760 55,606 65,300 72,149 83,199 91,303 

Light diesel 
1,691,416 1,817,105 2,133,874 2,357,691 2,718,792 2,983,596 

Medium 
diesel 207,858 223,304 262,232 289,736 334,112 366,654 

 
Truck 

 

Heavy diesel 
289,170 310,658 364,814 403,079 464,814 510,085 

Total 11,164,319 12,059,276 15,610,779 19,441,615 22,606,361 25,120,533 

 
Source:  Lee et al , 2001. 

 
 The total vehicle mileage by each vehicle type is another key piece of information 
required for the estimation of greenhouse gas emissions by the road transport sector. This was 
obtained by multiplying the average annual vehicle mileage for each category of vehicle by 
its number. The average annual vehicle mileage was estimated by extrapolating the current 
trend, but we placed a lower limit of mileage in order to keep the estimates within a 
reasonable range. The estimation results are shown in table 7. 
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Table 7.  Forecast vehicle-mileage by vehicle type and their energy use 
 
Millions of kilometre per year 

Classification 1999 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 
Gasoline 116,470.9 125,640.8 168,767.0 220,298.7 256,924.9 286,766.5 Passenger 

car 
 

LPG  27,825.0  29,081.5  32,941.5  35,983.6  41,966.2  46,840.5 

Small 
Gasoline    832.2    891.0   1,038.9   1,147.9   1,323.7   1,452.6 

Small 
LPG  5,335.6  5,713.2   6,661.3   7,360.0   8,487.3   9,313.9 

Small 
Diesel 19,492.8 20,872.2 24,336.2  26,888.7  31,007.0  34,027.0 

Medium 
Diesel    779.8    811.0    945.6   1,044.7   1,204.7   1,322.1 

 
Bus 

 

Heavy 
Diesel  3,285.4  3,449.7   3,613.0   3,992.0   4,603.4   5,051.8 

Small 
Gasoline  1,276.5  1,369.2   1,599.2   1,766.9   2,037.6   2,236.0 

Small 
LPG  1,136.2  1,193.0   1,249.5   1,380.6   1,592.0   1,747.1 

Small 
Diesel 37,894.5 39,789.4  41,673.7  46,044.8  53,097.0  58,268.5 

Medium 
Diesel  4,938.3  5,185.2   5,430.8  6,000.4   6,919.4   7,593.4 

Truck 

Heavy 
Diesel 12,040.5 12,642.5  13,241.3  14,630.1  16,870.8  18,514.0 

 

Source:  Lee et al , 2001. 

Note:  The figures for 1999 are actual but figures for 2000 and beyond are forecast values. 

 

By applying the Tier 2/3 methodology suggested by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC 1996) and utilizing the information on vehicle travel demand forecast 
by vehicle type, we were able to estimate greenhouse gas emissions by the road transport 
sector. However, as our vehicle classification and activity data were not fully detailed, we 
used the representative vehicle concept for each category of vehicle and applied its 
representative emission factor in the estimation process. In selecting the representative 
vehicle type and emission factor for each category, it was ensured that the estimates by the 
Tier 2/3 methodology and those produced by the Tier 1 methodology were consistent. Table 8 
presents estimated greenhouse gas emissions by vehicle type up to 2020. 
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Table 8.  Estimated greenhouse gas emissions by the road transport sector 
 

Thousands of tonnes 

 1999 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 
Total CO2 60,794.0 64,599.6 76,401.7 91,276.1 105,932.3 117,379.1 

 NOx 326.8 345.1 389.0 445.8 516.5 571.0 
 CH4 7.2 7.7 9.0 10.6 12.3 13.6 
 NMVOC 146.6 155.7 187.0 222.9 259.2 288.1 
 CO 739.7 786.6 956.8 1,152.3 1,340.5 1,490.6 
 N2O 0.3 7.9 10.2 13.0 15.1 16.8 
 Subtotal 62,014.6 65,902.5 77,953.7 93,120.7 10,8075.9 119,759.2 

Passenger 
car CO2 28,885.0 30,991.0 40,526.7 51,638.3 60,223.5 67,218.4 

 NOx 119.5 126.8 156.9 189.3 220.8 246.4 
 CH4 4.0 4.3 5.4 6.6 7.7 8.5 
 NMVOC 100.0 106.4 133.8 164.1 191.4 213.6 
 CO 535.3 570.8 723.3 894.3 1,043.0 1,164.2 
 N2O 0.1 6.3 8.4 11.0 12.8 14.3 
 Subtotal 29,643.8 31,805.6 41,554.5 52,903.6 61,699.2 68,865.6 

Bus CO2 8,374.5 8,891.4 9,953.4 10,997.4 12,681.8 13,916.9 
 NOx 53.0 56.2 62.3 68.8 79.4 87.1 
 CH4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
 NMVOC 16.3 17.4 19.8 21.9 25.3 27.7 
 CO 71.6 76.3 87.0 96.1 110.8 121.6 
 N2O 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 
 Subtotal 8,516.2 9,042.4 10,123.6 11,185.5 12,898.6 14,154.9 

Truck CO2 23,534.4 24,717.2 25,921.6 28,640.5 33,027.0 36,243.7 
 NOx 154.3 162.1 169.8 187.6 216.4 237.4 
 CH4 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.2 3.7 237.4 
 NMVOC 30.3 31.8 33.4 36.9 42.6 4.0 
 CO 132.7 139.4 146.5 161.9 186.7 46.7 
 N2O 0.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 204.9 
 Subtotal 23,854.5 25,054.5 26,275.6 29,031.6 33,478.0 36,738.7 

 

Note: Figures for the year 2000 and beyond are estimated values. 

 

Owing to difficulties in obtaining information on emission factors for all green 
house gases by other modes, we estimated only the emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), which 
is the most important greenhouse gas, for the whole transport sector.  Except in the case of 
the road sector where more accurate vehicle mileage data and the vehicle emission factors 
were available in disaggregate form, the estimation was made by forecasting the aggregate 
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demand by each mode and applying the emission units based on the available current data. 
 

The total passenger and freight transport demand by mode are presented in tables 9 
and 10, respectively, while tables 11 and 12 present corresponding CO2 emissions.  As 
presented in table 11, only the inter-regional travel demand data were used in calculating 
emissions units in the road transport sector. This was done for the efficiency comparison of 
the road transport modes with other modes of transport. In actual estimation of total carbon 
dioxide emissions in the transport sector, while vehicle mileage and vehicle emission factors 
were used for the road transport sector, emission units were used for other sectors of transport. 
The estimation results are summarized in table 13. 
 

Table 9.  Passenger transport demand by mode 

Millions of person-km per year, percentage 

Year Road 
(Commercial) 

Road 
(Private) Rail Subway Water Air Total 

2000 76,375 
(25.33) 

168,126 
(55.77) 

30,042 
(9.96) 

18,495 
(6.13) 

560 
(0.19) 

7,885 
(2.62) 

301,483 
(100.0) 

2005 77,292 
(21.16) 

217,043 
(59.42) 

38,387 
(10.51) 

21,833 
(5.98) 

651 
(0.18) 

10,093 
(2.76) 

365,299 
(100.0) 

2010 78,221 
(17.62) 

280,194 
(63.12) 

49,049 
(11.05) 

22,784 
(5.13) 

756 
(0.17) 

12,920 
(2.91) 

443,924 
(100.0) 

2015 79,490 
(14.39) 

361,718 
(65.50) 

62,673 
(11.35) 

30,950 
(5.60) 

879 
(0.16) 

16,538 
(2.99) 

552,248 
(100.0) 

2020 80,111 
(11.71) 

466,963 
(68.25) 

80,081 
(11.70) 

34,860 
(5.09) 

1,022 
(0.15) 

21,170 
(3.09) 

684,207 
(100.0) 

 

Table 10.  Freight transport demand by mode 
 

Millions of ton-km per year, percentage 

 Road 
(Commercial) 

Road 
(Private) Rail Water Air Total 

2000 9,504 
(10.7) 

34,379 
(38.6) 

10,375 
(11.6) 

34,712 
(38.9) 

156 
(0.2) 

89,126 
(100.0) 

2005 11,060 40,006 12,073 40,394 182 103,715 
(100.0) 

2010 12,950 46,841 14,136 47,295 213 121,435 
(100.0) 

2015 15,261 55,201 16,659 55,736 251 143,108 
(100.0) 

2020 18,106 65,491 19,764 66,125 298 169,784 
(100.0) 

 

Source: Lee et al, 1999. 
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Table 11.  CO2 emission unit by passenger transport mode, 1999 

 

 Passenger car Bus Rail 

Transport volume 
(millions of person-km) 159,754 28,065 27,602 

Transport share (percentage)       45.9       14.6      14.4 

CO2 emission (thousands of 
tonnes of carbon)   6,512      422.6     196.0 

CO2 emission unit 
(g-C/person-㎞)      40.8       15.1       7.1 

 

Source:  Japanese Ministry of Transport, 1999. 

Notes:  In case of water and air transport we used emission units from Japanese studies which were 3.0 and 30.0 

respectively. 

 The travel distance figures represent only intra-regional travel excluding inter-regional travel. 

 

 

Table 12.  CO2 emission unit by freight transport mode, 1999 
 

 
Private truck Commercial 

truck Rail Water Air 

Transport demand  
(millions of ton-km) 33,376 9,227 10,027 33,699 151 

Transport share 
(percentage)      38.6    14.6     11.6     38.9     0.2 

CO2 emission 
(thousands of tonnes of 

carbon) 
  5,251.3 1,167.7     60.2    337.0    60.7 

CO2 emission unit 
 (g-C/ton-㎞)    157.3  126.6      6.0     10.0 402 

 

Source: Lee et al, 1999. 
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Table 13.  Estimated CO2 emissions in transport subsectors 
 

Thousands of tonnes of carbon, percentage of total 

 Road Rail Water Air Total 

1999 16,580 
(94.6) 

338 
(1.9) 

339 
(1.9) 

286 
(1.6) 

17,543 
(100.0) 

2000 17,618 
(94.3) 

409 
(2.2) 

351 
(1.9) 

302 
(1.6) 

18,681 
(100.0) 

2005 20,837 
(94.0) 

514 
(2.3) 

423 
(1.9) 

401 
(1.8) 

22,176 
(100.0) 

2010 24,893 
(93.7) 

628 
(2.4) 

510 
(1.9) 

535 
(2.0) 

26,565 
(100.0) 

2015 28,890 
(93.1) 

824 
(2.7) 

614 
(2.0) 

716 
(2.3) 

31,044 
(100.0) 

2020 32,013 
(92.1) 

1,032 
(3.0) 

739 
(2.1) 

965 
(2.8) 

34,748 
(100.0) 

 

Notes:  Rail includes urban rail transport (subways). 
Only the road subsector emissions have been estimated using the vehicle mileage data and emission factors. 
Emissions from other subsectors have been estimated using emission units as presented in tables 11 and 12. 

 
 

II.  GOVERNANCE AND EFFORTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR  

 

As shown in the previous sections, the current trend of exploding transport demand 
and subsequent environmental degradation is clearly unsustainable. The Government of the 
Republic of Korea recognizes the seriousness of transport related environmental problems 
and the importance of environmental sustainability in the transport sector. The Government’s 
administrative functions related to environmental measures in the transport sector are 
currently assigned to various ministries, including Ministry of Environment, Ministry of 
Construction and Transportation, Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs, 
and Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy.  
 

Environmental concern has led to rapid changes in governance of the transport sector. 
Changes have taken place in the restructuring of government agencies, as well as the 
formulation of public policies and new regulatory regimes to promote sustainable 
development in the transport sector. In recent years the new Ministry of Environment was 
established in response to the rising concern for environmental preservation through a series 
of changes in the government machinery. The Ministry used to be a directorate under the 
Ministry of Sanitation and Social Affairs before 1980. It was elevated to the status of an 
independent administration in 1980 and was upgraded into an Office in 1990. Finally, in 1994 
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it was established as a full Ministry. In another major development in 1994, the two 
ministries of Transport and Construction were merged together and became the Ministry of 
Transport and Construction. This government restructuring was intended to reduce the 
administrative barriers in developing transport related infrastructure and to facilitate 
intra-governmental cooperation. 
 

The primary responsibilities of the Ministry of Transport and Construction are to 
provide transport infrastructure and to make transport related policies in the areas of road and 
air transport. 1   The Ministry actively supports the development of environmentally 
sustainable transport through provision of environmentally friendly transport infrastructure 
and promotion of such transport modes.  
 

A.  Strengthening environmental regulation 
 

The Ministry of Environment is responsible for setting the environmental standards 
as well as the emission standards of new vehicles. The Ministry is also responsible for the 
emission standards of vehicles currently in use. For the newly manufactured petrol vehicles, 
the emission standards have been upgraded gradually in order to make them compatible with 
the American emission standards. This reflects the fact that the United States of America is 
the single biggest export market for Korean passenger cars and the country’s car 
manufacturers need to comply with the regulations set by their clients. A summary of how 
emission standards for petrol vehicles have been upgraded over the years is shown in table 
14. 

 

Table 14.  The emission standards for petrol vehicles in the Republic of Korea 

Year THC CO NOx Evaporative gas 
(g/test) Remarks 

1991 – 1997  0.25 2.11 0.62 2.0 

1998 – 1999  0.25 
 (0.3)  

2.11 
(2.75) 

0.40 
(0.62) 2.0 

After 2000  0.16  
 (0.25) 

2.11 
(2.75) 

0.25 
(0.44) 2.0 

Up to 5 
year/ 80 
thousand 
kilometres 

 

Note:  The numbers in parentheses are for the 10 year/160 thousand kilometres certification period, which are in force 

since 2000. 

 

 

                                                  
1  Water transport is under the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries in the Republic of Korea. 
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For diesel vehicles, less stringent emission standards are now being applied. However 
the Ministry is planning to strengthen the emission standards up to the level that is on par 
with European or American standards. 
 

For the vehicles currently in use, emission tests had been performed periodically 
along with the safety related check-ups before 1997. In 1997, more detailed and regular 
emission tests for existing road vehicles were introduced in the capital city area and later in 
1998 a new national emission check up program was introduced in the Republic of Korea. In 
the new program, standards for nitrogen oxides were tightened and a random roadside check 
was made possible through revision of the related act. 
 

Fuel quality is another area regulated by the Ministry of the Environment in the 
Republic of Korea. Since 1993, lead additives are completely banned in the country. This was 
a very important measure aimed at reducing health hazards associated with leaded petrol use 
particularly in urban settings. In addition to lead content, regulations related to benzene, 
aromatics and oxygen contents of petrol were also strengthened in 1993. For diesel fuel, the 
sulphur content has been gradually reduced and now the regulated level is below 0.05 per 
cent, which is identical to that of developed countries. 
 

B.  New transport infrastructure for environmentally friendly modes 
 

Since the Republic of Korea is a densely populated2 country and its urbanization rate 
is high (78.5 per cent in 1995), urban mass transport systems and railways have a high 
potential as environmentally sustainable modes of transport. Currently eight subway lines 
with 250.9 km of total length are in operation in Seoul and Pusan.  Another nine subway 
lines with 226.5 km of length are under construction in six cities with populations of one 
million or more.  An additional six subway lines with 173.9 km of length are also planned 
by the year 2003. Thus, the subway networks would be expanded from present 250.9 km to 
651.3 km in 2003. In Seoul, the modal share of subway is projected to increase from the 
current 34 per cent to over 50 per cent in 2003. For interurban railways, 1,591 km of new 
railway lines would be added to the existing 3,118 km railway by the year 2020.  Rail 
electrification rate would also be increased from the present 21.2 per cent to 86.5 per cent in 
2020. 
 

                                                  
2  The present population density is 454 persons per square kilometre. 
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C.  Transport demand management 
 

Transport demand management measures can be quite effective policy instruments to 
promote environmental sustainability in the transport sector. It has been often the case that   
gains made through technological improvements or new environmental standards are more 
than offset by the increase in new transport demand. Increased passenger car use is the most 
important cause of increased traffic congestion and energy consumption and subsequent 
environmental deterioration in major cities in the Republic of Korea. In response, various 
policy measures have been employed in order to discourage passenger car usage in the 
country. These are discussed in the following paragraphs.   
 
Fuel pricing 
 

The Government of the Republic of Korea has progressively increased fuel taxes. The 
special consumption tax rate on petrol was 414 won (currently, US$ 1 is equivalent to about 
1,300 won) per litre in January 1997.  The rate was increased to 691 won per litre in 
September 1998, which is still prevailing.  Taxes on diesel fuel have been also increased. 
The special consumption tax on diesel was increased from 48 won per litre in January 1997 to 
160 won per litre in September 1998.  The current retail price of petrol is around 
1,200-1,300 won per litre of which 79.7 per cent is tax. The tax share of diesel price is 
currently 46.8 per cent, which is however, much lower than that of petrol.  It is important to 
mention here that transport fuel consumption has been long regarded as price inelastic in the 
Republic of Korea. 
 
Congestion pricing 
 

An experimental congestion-pricing scheme was introduced in two major tunnels, 
which connect the downtown area and the southern part of Seoul in November 1996.  The 
charge was set at 2000 won per crossing and it was applied during the peak hours in 
weekdays to private passenger cars.  The initial reduction in traffic was estimated at 25 per 
cent after the introduction of the scheme and vehicle speed was also estimated to have 
increased by up to 77 per cent. 
 
Parking policy 
 

Previously the core of parking policy was to provide adequate parking space for every 
building and facility.  Now this policy is about to be reversed. The reduction of parking 
space in the CBD area is being considered in order to reduce private passenger car influx into 
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the area. To discourage commuting by car, park and ride facilities have been continuously 
constructed. Currently there are 15,648 park and ride spaces in subway and urban rail stations 
in the Republic of Korea. 
 
Bus only lanes 
 

Bus lanes can provide the bus passengers with road priority and thus increase the 
attractiveness of public transit and consequently its modal share.  There are 455.1 km of bus 
lanes in 118 segments of roads in different cities.  Bus lanes are to be expanded to 916.4 km 
in 218 segments of roads.  In Seoul, an average of 17 per cent of bus travel speed increase 
has been reported after the introduction.  
 

D.  The economic incentives 
 

Many economists view economic incentives as the most preferred means of 
government intervention as they are considered as most cost effective.  The Ministry of 
Government Administration and Home Affairs and the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and 
Energy are responsible for designing policy measures based on economic incentives to 
promote environmental sustainability in the transport sectors.  The minicar policy is a 
typical economic incentive program designed to promote environmental sustainability in 
transport.  A minicar is defined as a vehicle with less than 800 cc engine and is entitled to 
several favourable treatments.  These include exemption from special consumption tax, 
lower registration fee and other taxes and charges, and reduced expressway toll and parking 
charge.  Minicars are about 55 per cent more fuel efficient than medium size cars in the 
Republic of Korea. Economic incentives are also being considered in order to encourage the 
development of fuel-efficient and low-emission vehicles in the future. 
 

III.  THE EFFECTIVENESS OF POLICY MEASURES IN REDUCING ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS  

 
The effectiveness of two representative policies aimed at reducing energy 

consumption in the transport sector and assessment of their potential contribution in reducing 
environmental degradation are presented in this paper. The present exercise is limited to 
analysis of those two policy measures for which relevant data and reliable forecasts of 
required parameters were available. In the passenger transport sector, the effect of fuel price 
increase and in the freight transport sector, the impact of infrastructure development and 
resulting modal shift were analysed. As almost all energy sources in the transport sector are 
petroleum based, energy savings (in per cent) in the transport sector can lead to an almost 
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identical amount of reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, only the reduction 
potential of greenhouse gas emissions is reported in this section on the assumption that the 
current fuel composition efficiency would be maintained in the future. 
 

A.  The effectiveness of fuel pricing 
 

As private passenger cars emit most of the greenhouse gases in the transport sector, 
the policy measures for reducing the greenhouse gases are often focused on either 
discouraging private car usage or increasing public transport patronage. Among the policy 
instruments, economic incentives are now widely contemplated in many countries thanks to 
their relative easiness in implementation, ability to internalise external effects and to generate 
additional funds for transport related investments.  
 

In this section, we assess the likely effectiveness of economic incentive-based 
measures to reduce transport demand by constructing scenarios. The base scenario is first 
constructed and the effectiveness of the policy measures is compared against the base 
scenario. The base scenario represents the consequence of no policy measures while the 
policy scenario represents the outcome of the specified measures with ceteris paribus 
condition.3  
 

Fuel pricing has been the most common instrument for transport demand management 
in many countries including the Republic of Korea. The effectiveness, however, is dependent 
on many factors such as the availability of substitute modes, the absolute price level of the 
fuel and other socio-economic conditions. Elasticity has been widely used as a criterion in 
evaluating the effectiveness of policy measures which are often regarded as city or country 
specific. 
 

There have been a limited number of studies on the elasticity of transport demand in 
the Republic of Korea. The estimated fuel price elasticities varied widely from one study to 
another. Most of the estimations were made using the revealed preference (RP) methodology 
rather than the stated preference (SP) methodology, which is perceived as superior in 
identifying hypothetical policy changes. For this study, we used a price elasticity of value of 
–0.086, which was obtained from one of the recent studies conducted by the Korea Transport 
Institute. The study was conducted in 1999 and therefore it reflected current fuel price levels 
and other socio-economic conditions in the country. The study was conducted to obtain 
quantitative evidence on the effectiveness of traffic demand management policies in the 

                                                  
3  The effects of individual measures cannot be added up in evaluating the effects of multiple measures. 
This problem is often called additionality and it is now a big issue in research. 
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Korean context.4 In this study based on SP methodology, the elasticity of mass transit 
demand with respect to service levels was also estimated in order to identify more effective 
policy measures for inducing private passenger car users into the mass transit, such as the 
subway or city bus.5 
 

We first specified the policy scenario of fuel price increase. Fuel price was assumed to 
increase at a rate of 5 per cent per annum in addition to the base scenario increase level for 
eight consecutive years from 2001. In the base scenario, an annual 1.9 per cent increase was 
adopted. This represented an additional 48 per cent increase in fuel price at the end of the 
eight-year policy period. 
 
 The fuel price change can affect carbon dioxide emissions in the transport sector in 
two ways. The assumed increase in fuel price has impact on the future vehicle ownership rate 
since the long-term vehicle ownership forecast model considered fuel price as a component 
of the cost variable. Second, increased fuel price affects vehicle use and as a result the vehicle 
mileage gets reduced according to the price elasticity of demand. 
 
 Table 15 shows the estimated impact of fuel price increase on vehicle ownership. It is 
estimated that the assumed fuel price hike could reduce the number of vehicles by almost 1.4 
million in the long run. This represents about 7.8 per cent reduction in passenger cars 
compared with the BAU scenario. 
 
 The potential reduction in CO2 emissions owing to the decrease in vehicle numbers is 
shown in table 16. The analysis revealed that about 4.8 per cent reduction in CO2 emissions 
could be expected under the fuel price policy. The estimated reduction was measured against 
total emissions by the transport sector that was calculated by using emission units for 
different modes. 

                                                  
4  The study was conducted in the Seoul metropolitan area. A total of 1,672 commuters were surveyed and 1,564 
effective responses were obtained. 
5  Fuel price policy is a means of discouraging car use while improvement of public transport service is a means of 
attracting car users to mass transit. It was found that improving the service level of public transport, such as reducing travel 
time and alleviating crowdedness, were more effective than fuel price increase in Seoul. 
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Table 15.  Vehicle ownership under different fuel price policy scenarios 
 

 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 
BAU 

scenario 
Passenger car 

(Petrol) 7,624,013 10,319,880 13,470,977 15,710,622 17,535,395 

 Bus 
(Petrol)    44,993 52,837 58,379 67,320 73,877 

Truck 
(Petrol)    62,473 73,364 81,059 93,474 102,578 

 
Subtotal 7,731,4797 10,446,081 13,610,415 15,871,416 17,711,850 

Fuel price 
policy 

Passenger car 
(Petrol)  7,624,013 9,943,312 12,317,773 14,567,116 16,542,085 

scenario Bus 
(Petrol)    44,993 50,012 52,443 61,323 68,467 

 Truck 
(Petrol)    62,473 69,442 72,817 85,147 95,067 

 Subtotal  7,731,479 9,888,036 12,226,579 14,457,605 16,414,932 

 
Estimated 

reduction of 
vehicles 

- 558,045 1,383,836 1,413,811 1,296,918 

 

Source::  Lee et al, 2001. 

Table 16.  The estimated reduction in CO2 emissions under the fuel price policy 
Thousands of tonnes of carbon 

 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

BAU Passenger car 
(Petrol) 7,024 9,436 12,317 14,364 16,033 

Scenario Bus 
(Petrol) 50 58 64 74 81 

Truck 
(Petrol) 77 89 99 114 125 

 
Subtotal 7,151 9,583 12,480 14,552 16,239 

 
Total emissions 
by the transport 

sector 
18,681 22,176 26,565 31,044 34,748 

Fuel Price Passenger car 
(Petrol) 7,024 8,809 10,726 12,684 14,404 

Policy Bus 
(Petrol) 50 54 56 65 73 

Scenario Truck 
(Petrol) 77 83 86 100 112 

 Subtotal 7,151 8,946 10,868 12,849 14,589 

 
Estimated 

reduction in 
CO2      

emissionsa 

- 637 
(2.87%) 

1,612 
(6.07%) 

1,703 
(5.49%) 

1,650 
(4.75%) 

a  Compared with total emissions by the transport sector. 
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B.  Modal shift in freight transport 
 

 Freight transport accounts for 30.9 per cent of total CO2 emissions by the transport 
sector. It is also regarded as the most inefficient sector of the country’s transport industry.  
Road transport, especially the less efficient private freight vehicles, play the dominant role in 
the Republic of Korea’s freight transport sector. To improve the overall efficiency of the 
transport sector, the Government is now implementing a plan, which includes reducing the 
dependency on road transport and increasing the share of more energy efficient railways by 
increasing the capacity of the railway infrastructure to carry more freight traffic. 
 
 The Government has prepared an ambitious plan for major investments in transport 
infrastructure in the future, which would enable modal shift of freight traffic from road 
transport to other more environmentally friendly modes such as railways and water transport.  
As envisaged in the plan, table 17 presents the target freight modal share expected through 
capacity improvement of these modes. An alternative to this future scenario of modal share is 
the business as usual case, which implies that the current trend would continue with no major 
infrastructure investment to increase the capacity of rail and water transport. The freight 
transport demand in these two scenarios is presented in table 18. In the infrastructure 
improvement scenario, substantial reduction in road freight transport demand is possible 
through modal shift to more energy efficient modes. This modal shift to energy efficient 
modes can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by the transport sector.  

 

Table 17.  Proposed freight modal share change 

Percentage 

 1997 2010 2020 

Road 56.6 48.2 41.2 

Rail 14.2 15.5 20.3 

Water 35.8 36.0 38.1 

Air  0.1  0.3  0.4 
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Table 18.  The freight transport demand in alternative scenarios 
 

Millions of ton-㎞ 

 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

BAU Road Private 34,379 40,006 46,841 55,201 65,491 

Scenario Road 
Commercial 9,504 11,060 12,950 15,261 18,106 

 Rail 10,375 12,073 14,136 16,659 19,764 
 Water 34,712 40,394 47,295 55,736 66,125 
 Air 156 182 213 251 298 
 Total 89,126 103,715 121,435 143,108 169,784 

Infrastructure 
and Road Private 34,379 38,448 40,972 41,468 41,971 

modal shift Road 
Commercial 9,504 10,417 17,560 22,494 27,980 

policy 
scenario Rail 10,375 14,592 18,822 25,477 34,483 

 Water 34,712 40,007 43,717 53,178 64,688 
 Air 156 252 364 491 662 
 Total 89,126 103,715 121,435 143,108 169,784 

 

Source:  Lee et al, 2001. 

 

The emission units for each freight transport mode were calculated from the current 
emissions and activities data. The results are shown in table 19.  
 

Table 19.  CO2 emission units by freight transport modes, 1999 
 

 Private Freight 
Vehicle 

Commercial 
Freight Vehicle Rail Water Air 

Freight ton km 
(millions of 

ton-km) 
33,376 9,227 10,072  33,699 151 

Share (%)      38.6     14.6      11.6     38.9     0.2 
CO2 emission 
(thousands of 

tonnes of carbon) 
  5,251.3  1,167.7 - - - 

CO2 emission unit 
(g-C/ton-㎞)    157.3   126.6       7.1     10.0   402.0 

 
 

By using these emission units and the data on freight transport demand provided in 
table 18, CO2 emissions from each freight mode were calculated which are presented in table 
19.  Compared with the current trend, as can be seen from the figures presented in table 20, 
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an estimated 6.64 per cent reduction in CO2 emissions could be possible through long-term 
modal shift policy measures. This increased efficiency is attributed to the modal shift to more 
energy efficient modes such as rail and a shift to more efficient commercial vehicles within 
the road sector itself.6  

 
 

Table 20.  CO2 emissions in alternative scenarios of modal share 
 

Thousands of tonnes of carbon 

 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

BAU Road private  5,409  6,294 7,370  8,685 10,304 

scenario Road 
commercial  1,203  1,400 1,639  1,931  2,291 

 Rail    74    86   101   119   141 

 Water   347   404   473   557   661 

 Air    63    73    86   101   120 

 Sub total 7,096  8,257 9,668 11,394 13,518 

 

Total 
emissions by 
the transport 

sector 

18,681 22,056 26,565 30,855 33,869 

Infrastructure Road private 5,409 6,049 6,446  6,525  6,604 
investment 
and modal 

shift 

Road 
commercial  1,203 1,318 2,222  2,847  3,541 

policy 
scenario Rail    74  104  134   182   246 

 Water   347  400  437   532   647 

 Air    63  101  146   197   266 

 Sub total 7,096 7,973 9,387 10,282 11,304 

 
Reduction 
potentiala 

 
-  284 

(1.29%) 
 282 

(1.06%) 
  1,111 
(3.60%) 

2,214 
(6.54%) 

 

a  Compared with total emissions by the transport sector. 

 

                                                  
6  It was assumed that total freight demand would remain unchanged under the modal shift policy initiatives. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Transport demand will continue to increase in the future. However, the current 
trends of exponential growth in private car ownership and its usage in passenger transport, 
and the dominance of energy inefficient road transport in freight transport are not clearly 
compatible with sustainable development in the transport sector. The huge amount of 
greenhouse gas emissions resulting from transport activities need to be contained.  
Mitigation policies, including technological improvement, regulations and measures to 
manage transport demand need to be pursued to address the problem.  
 

It is estimated that an annual fuel price increase of 5 per cent for eight consecutive 
years could decrease total vehicle ownership by 7.8 per cent, leading to a reduction in CO2 
emissions in the transport sector by 4.7 per cent. The effectiveness of the proposed 
government plans for infrastructure development and modal change in the freight transport 
sector to reduce CO2 emissions is also promising. It is estimated that the policy of new 
infrastructure development would be able to reduce CO2 emissions by 6.54 per cent by 2020, 
compared with the situation if no such development takes place. 
 

The analyses suggest that transport policies based on economic incentives and an 
environmentally friendly infrastructure development programme could be quite effective in 
reducing transport demand, energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. However, 
caution should be taken since these policy measures imply a radical move by the Government 
and political consideration may be needed for their actual implementation. Evaluating the 
effectiveness of a policy measure is important in deciding its relevance. The framework, 
which has been developed in this paper, can also be applied to evaluate the effectiveness of 
other policy measures to promote sustainable transport development.   
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